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Carthage is known primarily as the city that was totally destroyed by the Romans in 146 BC. This book tells the story of this fascinating city, which for centuries was the centre of a distant trading network in the Mediterranean. Carthage was founded by Phoenician migrants, who settled in the north of what is now Tunisia, probably in the ninth
century BC. The strategic location of the city was key to its success. From here, the Carthaginians could dominate maritime trade and land trade with the African hinterland. Carthage, fact and myth present the latest views of the charter society, its trade and politics and the way its society has been organized. The chapters, written by leading experts,
describe the founding of Carthage, its merchant and war fleets, and the devastating wars with Rome. This includes the campaigns of the notorious commander, Hannibal, who crossed the Alps with his army and elephants to pose a grave threat to Rome, but he failed to prevail. Experts from Tunisia describe Roman Carthage – the city as it was rebuilt
by Emperor Augustus – and discuss the later Christian period. Finally, the reader finds a wealth of information on European images of Carthage, from sixteenth century prints to the Alix comic series. The book is published as part of a large exhibition in the ancient city of Carthage, at the National Museum of Dutch Antiquities, watch the clip below to
take a look at some of the pages: 1. Carthage: Fact and Myth 2. Phenicia: From the place of transit to the commercial nation 3. Carthage Punic 4. The Punic Writing System 5. the top of Carthage 6. Egyptian influence in Carthage 7. Carthage as a maritime power 8. Carthage and the local population of NumÃdia 9. The poodic wars 10 . The shipwreck
of Mahdia 11. Roman Carthage: History and Monuments 12. Christian Carthage 13. Dido and Hannibal through the eyes 14. Foreigners on an unknown coast: the rediscovery of Carthage 15. Reflexµes of Carthage in the 19th 19th Art 16. Images of Carthage in Sections 20 and 21: 17. Old Carthage in the XXI Century: a timeless message Carthage A©
known mainly as the city that was totally destroyed by the Romans in 146 BC. This book tells the story ³ this fascinating city, which for a time was the center of a distant trade network in the Mediterranean. Carthage was founded by Phenatian migrants, who settled in the north of what is now Tunisia, probably in the 9th century BC. The strategic
location of the city was fundamental to its success. From here, the Carthaginians could dominate the sea withÃ© rcio and the terrestrial withÃ© rcio with the African interior. Carthage, fact and myth present the most recent views of µ society, its withÃ ©rcio and politics and the way its society was organized. The Chapuli, written by leading experts,
describe the founding of Carthage, its fleets of merchants and of war and the devastating wars with Rome. This includes the campaigns of the famous cardinal commander Hannibal who crossed the Alps with his former race and elephants to pose a grave threat to Rome, but he failed to prevail. Experts from Tunesia describe Roman Carthage - the city
as it was rebuilt by Emperor Augustus - and discuss the later Christian period. Finally, the reader finds a wealth of information µes about European images ©ias de Cartago, from prints µ the 16th century to the Alix comic book. The book A© published as part of a large exhibition in the ancient city of Carthage at the Dutch National Museum of
Antiquities, watch the clip below to take a look at some of the pages: 1. Carthage: Fact and Myth 2. Phen: From the Place of Transit to the Commercial Section 3. Unique Carthage 4. The Panic Writing System 5. The Carthage Tophet 6. Influence and power in Carthage 7. Carthage as a sea power 8. Carthage and the local population of Libya-Numidian
9. o£ÃtsirC o£ÃtsirC .21 sotnemunoM e air³ÃtsiH :ogatraC namoR .11 kcerwpihS aidhaM ehT .01 sacinup sarreug 13. Dido and Knubal through Western Eyes 14. "Foreigners on an unfamily Coast: The Rediscovery of Carthage 15". Carthage Reflections on Art 16 of the XIX SOUND. Carthage Pictures in San XX and XXI: Movies, Comics and Games 17.
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HOW   Punic “New Town” Karkh’s name.[12][13] Ponicus, which is sometimes used as a synonym for Carthaginian, is derived from the Latin poenus and punicus, based on the ancient Greek word AMAE Â3⁄4Â ̈ THREE YEARS AFTER THE END OF SACULUM I. Â ̈ ÃẪLÃÃÃ ̈Â ̈Â ̈ ̈ ̈ ̈ ̈ ̈ ̈ ̈ ̈ ̈ ̈ ̈ ̈ ̈ ̈ ̈ ̈ ̈ ̈ an exonym used to describe the Canaanite port cities with
which the Greeks traded. Later, Latin borrowed the Greek term for the second time as phoenix, pl. phoenices.[14] Both the pony and the Phoenician were used by the Romans and Greeks to refer to the Phoenicians throughout the Mediterranean; Modern scholars use the term Ponic exclusively for Phoenicians in the western Mediterranean, such as
the Carthaginians. Specific ponic groups are often referred to with hyphenated terms, such as “Siculo-Punic” for Phoenicians in Sicily or “Sardinian-Punic” for those in Sardinia. Ancient Greek authors sometimes refer to the mixed ponic inhabitants of North Africa (“Libya”) as “Liby-Phoenicians”[15]. It is unclear what term, if any, the Carthaginians
used to refer to themselves. Pyrian Phoenicia in the Levant was originally known as Ã°Â ́Â ́Â ́Â ́Â ́A Â ́Â ́Â ́Â ́African Â ́Â ́African Â ́African Â ́AfricanÂ ́AfricanÂ ́Â ́AfricanÂ ́AfricanÂ ́Â ́AfricanÂ ́Â ́Â ́AÂ ́Â ́Â ́Â ́Â ́ A passage by Augustine has often been interpreted as indicating that ponic speakers in North Africa were called Chanani (Canaanites) [17], but
recently it has been argued that this is a misreading[18]. Numismatic evidence from Sicily shows that some Western Phoenicians made use of the term Phoenicia[19]. Compared to contemporary civilisations such as Rome and Greece, much less is known about Carthage, since most of the indigenous records were lost in the total destruction of the city
after the Third Punic War. The sources of knowledge are limited to old translations of ponic texts Greek and Latim, inscriptions§Ãµes pÃºnicas in monuments and buildings and archaeological finds of the material of Carthage Carthage ed atouq aus ad £Ãmri a rarit ed siopeD .o£ÃilamgiP o£Ãmri ues e ale a etnematnujnoc onort o agel etrom aus a
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©m known as Sychaeus, the high priest of Melqart, whose wealth and power he covered. [26] Before her brother Tiranic can take the wealth of her late husband, Dido immediately flees with his followers to establish a new city abroad. Upon landing in North  Africa, she is greeted by the local Berber chief, Iarbas (also ©m Hiarbas), who promises to
give up as much land as possible for a single cattle hideout. With his characteristic intelligence, Dido cuts his skin into very thin strips and puts them from end to end until they surround the whole hill of Byrsa. By digging to define the base of their new settlement, tyrants discover the chief of an ox, a presbytery that the city would be rich "but laborintensive and always enslaved". In response, they move the place of the city to another place, where the chief of a horse, who in the phen culture is a symbol of courage and conquest. The horse predicts where the new city of Dido will rise, becoming the emblem of Carthage, derived from the phen Qart-Hadasht, meaning "new city". The suicide of
Queen Dido, by Claude-August Cayot (1667-1722) The wealth and prosperity of the city attract the phenians of nearby Utica, and the Indigenous Iberians, whose king Iarbas now sells Dido's hand in marriage. Threat of war, if she refuses and also ³ her deceased husband, the queen orders a funer pyre to be built, where she commits suicide by
stabbing herself with a sword. Later, she is worshipped as a goddess by the people of Carthage, who are described as courageous in battle but prone to "cruel religious ceridad" of human sacrifice, even of children, whenever they seek divine salvation from any kind of problem. Virgil's poem, the Aeneid - written, more than one ³ the Third Padidic War
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Mercury, to remind Aeneias that his mission is not to stay in Carthage with his newfound love Dido, but sail to Italy to found Rome. The Trojan departs, leaving Dido so heartbroken that she commits suicide, stabbing herself in a funeral pyre with her sword. While she is dying, she foretells the eternal struggle between the people of Eeneias and her
own people, proclaiming “Rise from my bones, avenging spirit” in an invocation of Hannibal.[28] Enéias sees the smoke from the pyre as he sails away, and although he does not know Dido’s fate, he identifies it as a bad omen. In the last analysis, their descendants founded the Roman Kingdom, the predecessor of the Roman Empire. Like Justin, the
story of Virgil essentially conveys Rome’s attitude towards Carthage, as exemplified by the famous pronouncement of Cato the Elder, “Carthago delenda is”Carthago must be destroyed.”[29] In essence, Rome and Carthage were doomed to conflict: Aeneias chose Rome over Dido, provoking his mortal curse on his Roman descendants, and thus
providing a mythical and fatalistic scenario for a century of bitter conflict between Rome and Carthage. These stories typify the Roman attitude towards Carthage: a level of reluctant respect and recognition of his bravery, prosperity and even the antiquity of his city towards Rome, along with the scent of his cruelty, dishonesty and decadence, as
exemplified by his practice of human sacrifice. In order to facilitate their commercial ventures, the Phoenicians established numerous colonies and trading posts along the shores of the Mediterranean. Organized in fiercely independent city-states, the Phoenicians did not have the number or even the desire to expand abroad; most colonies had fewer
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erbos adÃurtsnoc iof edadic A .aifargoeg a otnauq osoilav o£Ãt res uovorp onerret O .etnedicO o e etneirO o ertne omitÃram oicr©Ãmoc o arap latnemadnuf otnemalugnartse ed otnop mu ,ailÃciS ad carved, ostrich eggs and a variety of foods and wines. The rising economic prominence of Carthage coincided coincided coincided a nascent national
identity. Although the Carthaginians remained steadfastly faithful in their customs and Fa©, at least the 7th century BC, they developed a distinct Unique culture with local influences. [46] Certain deities became more prominent in the kartal pantheon than in the phen. In the 15th century BC, the Carthaginians worshipped Greek deities like Demeter.
[8] Carthage also ©m may have maintained religious practices that have been in disuse for a long time in the tires, such as the sacrifice of children. In the same way, he spoke his ³ dialect of phenUnic, which also reflected the contributions µ the neighboring peoples. These trends probably precipitated the emergence of the colony as an independent
policy. Although the date and the specific circumstances are unknown, Carthage probably became independent around 650 BC when it embarked on its own ³ and colonization efforts throughout the Western Mediterranean. However, it maintained friendly cultural, political and commercial     He continued to receive migrants from Tire, and for a time
continued the practice of sending annual homage to the Temple of Melqart of Tire, albeit at irregular intervals. In the 6th century BC, Tire's energy declined even further ³ his voluntary submission to the Cambyses of the Persian king (r. 530 - 522 BC), which resulted in the incorporation of the phen- tria into the Persian ImpÃ ©rio. [47] In the absence
of sufficient naval strength, the Cambyses sought Tyrian assistance for their planned conquest of Carthage, which may indicate that the ancient Tyrian colony had become rich enough to justify a long and difficult expedition. Her³doto claims that tyrants refused to cooperate due to his affinity for Carthage, causing the Persian king to abort his
campaign. Although it escaped retribution, Tire's status as the principal city of Phoenicia was significantly circumscribed; His rival, Sidon, subsequently received more of the Persians. However, however, Much remained subjugated, leading the way to Carthage to fill the van as the main polythatic power phenomenon. Formation and characteristic of
the impression although the Carthaginians maintained the affinity traditional by the Company and Company, they were distinguished by their imperial and military environments: while the cities-made cities rarely engaged in conquest Territorial, Carthage has become an expansionist power, driven by motivated by his desire to access new sources of
wealth and commons. It is not known which factors influenced the citizens of Carthage, to those of other phenomena colonies, to create an eco -man hegemony; The neighboring city of Utica was much older and enjoyed the same geographical and policies, but never embarked on the hegemony conquest, instead of being under Cartal Influence. A
theory is that the Babylan and Persian domination of Pharia Phaetria produced refugees who swelling Carthage's population and transferred the culture, wealth and traditions of Tire to Carthage. [48] The threatening to the monopering of the eating feã - for the Etruscan and Greek competition in the West, and through the foreign subjugation of its
homeland, in the East, also created Carthage conditions to consolidate their power and promote their commercial interests. Another contributing factor may have been the domain pool: although little is known to the government and the leadership of Carthage before the third SA © Culo AC, the reign of Magician I (c. 550 - 530) and the Polet From
Famãlia Magonida in the subsequent registrations, the precipitated rise of Carthage as a dominant power. Justin states that Mago, who was also a general of the extent, was the first carder's first to "[set] in the order of the military system", which may have implicated the introduction of new strategies and technologies military. [49] He is also
credited with starting, or at least in expansion, the practical of recruiting people and mercenary, such as the population of also ©m was protect and defend their scattered ³. Libyans, Iberians, Sardinians and Corsicans were soon enlisted for Magonidal expansionist campaigns throughout the region[50]. In the early 4th century BC, the Carthaginians
had become the "superior power" of the western Mediterranean and would remain so for approximately three hundred years.[51] Carthage took control of all the ³ colleges ³including Hadrumetum, , Hippo Diarritus and Kerkouane; It subjugated many neighboring Iberian tribes and occupied the north coast of  Africa from Morocco to western
Libya[52]. It housed Sardinia, Malta, the Balearic Islands and the western half of Sicily, where coastal fortresses such as Mothia and Lilybaeum secured their µ[53]. The PenÃnsula IbÃ ©rica, which was rich in precious metals, saw some of the largest and most important Carthaginian settlements outside North [54], although the degree of political
influence before the conquest by Alcar Barca (237ÃÂ Â228 BC) is disputed.[55][56] Carthage's growing wealth and power, along with the foreign subjugation of the fatherhood, led to its supplant of Sidon as the supreme phenacial state of the city[57]. Carthage's empire was largely informal and multifaceted, consisting of varied degrees of control
exercised in equally variable ways. He established new ³ colleges, repopulated and restrengthened the older ones, formed defensive pacts with other phenacial city-states and acquired territories directly ³ conquest. While some ³ colleges voluntarily submitted to Carthage, paying tribute and giving up their foreign policy, others in IbA ©ria and
Sardinia resisted Carthaginian struggles. While other Phoenician cities never exercised real control of the ³, the Carthaginians appointed magistrates to directly control their ³ (a policy that would lead to several Iberian cities alongside the Romans during the Pan-Roman Wars)[58]. In many other cases, of Carthage was established through ©s atravÃ
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tnetxe eht syevnoc osla ytaert ehT .ainidraS dna yliciS revo lortnoc nainigahtraC gnitartsnomed ecruos lautxet tsrif eht si sihT ]06[]95[.seitivitca laicremmoc dna ecneulfni evitcepser rieht gnitacramed seitaert lareves fo tsrif eht dengis emoR dna egahtraC ,CB 905 nI .)enihcam raw s'emoR rof etubirt dna rewopnam gnitubirtnoc seilla( cilbupeR namoR
eht ,tnetxe ressel a ot ,dna )etats dna etile cinuP eht rof sfres sa gnivres selpoep tcejbus( modgniK natrapS eht ,)esnefed rof rewopnam dna gnidnuf derahs seilla( snehtA yb del eugaeL naileD eht fo stnemele dah tI .stnemegnarra hcus rehto dna ,snoitagilbo yratubirt ,secnailla ,secnailla The wool bones paid by access to this land in Cape Bon for
agrifier purposes at 550 BC. In about 508 BC Carthage and Rome signed a treaty to keep their commercial avions separate from each other. Carthage focused on the growth of its population, enjoying colonies and soon began to control the colon of the wool, African and Roman. Many cities were also had to pay or support the card troops. Pan. Conflict
with the Greeks (580 - 265 BC) Main article: Sicilian wars, unlike the existential conflict of subsequent Pan. §Ar their own commercial interests and influence controlling the main commercial routes. During the culos, the phenomenon and the states of the Greek cities had begun eating Marãima and the colonization throughout the mediterrade. While
the phenomena were initially dominant, the Greek competition increasingly harmed its monopon. Both sides began to establish colors, commercial positions and commercial relations in the western mediterrade approximately contemporary, between the IX and VIII. Phank and Greek settlements, the increase in the presence of both peoples led to
growing tensions and finally opening conflicts, especially in Sichalia. First Sicilian War (480 BC) Carthage's eco -emotic hits, driven by their vast network of commonning, led to the development of a powerful navy to protect and ensure vital transport bands. [61] His hegemony led the growing conflict with the Greeks of Syracuse, who also sought
control of central mediterrade. [62] Founded in the middle of the VII Ac Saculo VII, Syracuse had become one of the most powerful and most powerful Greek city, and the Greek prominence of the region. The Island of Lying at the gate of Carthage, it became the main arena in which this conflict took place. From the first both the Greeks and the
Phoenicians had been attracted to the large island, each with a central location, establishing a large number of colonies and trading posts along its coasts; battles took place between these settlements for centuries, with neither side having full and long-term control over the island[63]. In 480 BC, the tyrant of Syracuse, Ice attempted to unite the
island under his rule with the support of other Greek city-states.[64] Threatened by the potential power of a united Sicily, Carthage intervened militarily, led by King Amilcar of the Magonid dynasty. Traditional accounts, including by Herodotus and Diodorus, number Amilcar’s army at about 300,000; although probably exaggerated, it was probably of
formidable strength. While sailing to Sicily, Amylcar suffered losses due to bad weather. Landing at Panormo (present-day Palermo),[65] he spent three days reorganizing his forces and repairing his battered fleet. The Carthaginians marched along the coast to Himera, camping before engaging in battle against the forces of Syracuse and its ally
Agrigento[66]. The Greeks achieved a decisive victory, inflicting heavy losses on the Carthaginians, including their leader Amylcar, who was killed during the battle or committed suicide out of shame[67]. As a result, the Carthaginian nobility called for peace. The conflict proved to be a major turning point for Carthage. Although it retained some
presence in Sicily, most of the island remained in Greek (and later Roman) hands. The Carthaginians never again expanded their territory or sphere of influence on the island to any significant degree, rather than turning their attention to securing or increasing their dominance in North Africa and Iberia.[68][69] The death of King Amilcar and the
disastrous conduct of the war also led to political reforms that established an oligarchic republic.[70] Carthage would henceforth restrict its rulers through assemblies ailÃciS ailÃciS ad arreuG adnugeS .mumoc ovop od e serbon BC) Currency of Tarentum, in southern Italy, during occupation by Hannibal (c. 212¢Ã é Â¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢
¡Â¡Â¡Â¡Â¡Â¡Â¡Â¡Â¡Â¡Â¡Â¡Â¡Â¡Â ÂIÂIÂIÂIÂIÂIÂIÂIÂIÂIÂIÂIÂIÂIÂIÂIÂIÂITaras riding dolphin to the left, holding trident in his right hand, aphlaston in his left hand. By 410 BC, Carthage had recovered from its severe defeats in Sicily. Tunisia has conquered much of modern Tunisia and founded new colonies across North Africa. It also extended its reach
beyond the Mediterranean; Hanno the Navigator had traveled the West African coast,[71][72] and Himilco the Navigator had explored the European Atlantic coast.[73] The expeditions were also taken to Morocco and Senegal, as well as to the Atlantic.[74] In the same year, the Iberian colonies separated, separating Carthage from an important
source of silver and copper. The loss of this strategically important mineral wealth, combined with the desire to exercise firmer control over the sea lanes, prompted Hamilcar’s grandson Hannibal Magus to make preparations to reclaim Sicily. In 409 BC, Hannibal Magus left for Sicily with his strength. He captured the smaller cities of Selinunte
(modern Selinunte) and Himerā, where the Carthaginians had suffered a humiliating defeat seventy years earlier, before returning triumphantly to Carthage with the spoils of war.[75] But the main enemy, Syracuse, remained untouched, and in 405 BC Hannibal Magus led a second Carthaginian expedition to claim the rest of the island. This time,
however, he encountered fiercer resistance as well as misfortune. During the siege of Agrigento, the Carthaginian forces were devastated by the plague, which claimed Hannibal Mago himself.[76] His successor, Himilco, was able to extend the campaign, capturing the city of Gela and repeatedly defeating Dionysius' army of Syracuse. But he, too, was
struck by the plague and forced to ask for peace before returning to Carthage. In 398 BC, Dionysius recovered and broke the peace treaty, attacking under yvan gnorts DNA hcir da egahtraC, setur adert revo rewop's'egahtraC fo esuaceB .sseccus taerg htiw esnopser nainigahtraC7h del, taerG7ahtOnnaH fo nosdnarg, raclimaH.dnalisy eht no sgnidloh
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Carthals controlled almost all of Sicily and were besieging Syracuse. In desperation, Agathocles secretly led an expedition of 14,000 men to attack Carthage, leading to Hamilcar and most of his former race to return home. [81] Although Agathocles' actions were defeated in 307 BC, he managed to escape back to Sicily and negotiate peace, thus
maintaining the status quo and Syracuse as a stronghold of Greek power in Sicily. Pyrrhic War (280 - 275 BC) Main article: Pyrrhic war routes adopted against Rome and Carthage in the Pyrrhic War (280 - 275 BC). Carthage was once again attracted to a war in Sicily, this time by Pyrrhus of Epirus, who challenged Roman and Carthaginian supremacy
over the Mediterranean. [82] The Greek city of Tarentum, in southern Italy, came into conflict with an expansionist Rome and sought the help of Pyrrhus. [83] [84] Seeing an opportunity to forge a new impÃ© rio, Pyrrhus sent an advance guard of 3,000 infantry to Tarentum, under the command of his advisor Cineaus. In the meantime, he marched
the main ex-Christian in the Greek Peninsula and conquered ³ on the Athenians and Thess. After securing the Greek mainland, Pyrrhus rejoined the his guard advanced at Tarentum to conquer southern Italy, winning a decisive but expensive ³ in Asculum. According to Justin, the Cartaginians feared Pyrrhus would get involved in the Sicilian; PolÃbio
confirms that the existence of a pact of defense between Carthage and Rome ratified the Battle of Asculum immediately ³. [85] These concerns have µ been shown to be prescient: During the Italian campaign, Pyrrhus received envoys from the Greek cities of the Sicilian of Agrigentum, Leontini and Syracuse, who offered to submit to his government if
he would help his efforts to eject the Cartaginians from Sicly. [86] [87] Having lost many men in his conquest of asculum, determined that a war with Rome could not be sustained, making Sicily a more attractive prospect. [88] He so The Sicilian campaign that followed lasted, during which the Carthaginians suffered several losses and reversals. Pirro
surpassed the Carthaginian guardian in Heracleia Minoa and took azones, which led cities nominally combined with Carthage, such as Selino, Halãcia, and Segesta, to join him. The Carthage Fortress of Is Rix, which had strong natural defenses and a great guardian, remained for a long time, but was eventually taken. Aunt surrendered without
fighting, while Panormo, who had the best port in Sicãlia, succumbed to a siege. The Carthaginians were pushed back to the western part of the island, keeping only Lilibeu, which was placed under siege [91]. Thus these losses, Carthage asked for peace, offering great sums of money and even ships, but Pirro refused unless Carthage completely
resigned from his claims about Sichalia [92]. Lilibeu's siege continued, with the Carthaginians being able to resist due to the size of their forces, their large amounts of siege weapons and the rocky terrain. € Measured the losses of pyrro were increased, he left to build more powerful war engines; However, after two more months of stubborn
resistance, he abandoned the siege. Plutarco stated that the ambitious king of Epiro now had his views on Carthage and began to equip an expedition [93]. In preparation for his invas, he treated the Sicilians more relentlessly, even performing two of his rulers under false accusations of betrayal. Subsequent animosity among the Greeks of Sichalia has
led some to join forces with the Carthagers, who "assumed the war vigorously" by noticing the decrease in the support of Pirro. Diã £ O Cãua said Carthage had sheltered the exiled Syracusans and "harassed [pirro] as severely that he abandoned not siocusa, but also sichalia." THE According to Plutarch and Apian, while the army of Pyrrhus was being
transported by ship to mainland Italy, the Carthaginian navy dealt a devastating blow at the Battle of the Strait of Messina, sinking or incapacitating 98 of the 110 ships. Carthage sent additional forces to Sicily and, after the departure of Pyrrhus, managed to regain control of its dominions on the island. Pyrrho’s campaigns in Italy turned out to be
inconclusive and he finally withdrew to Epirus. For the Carthaginians, the war meant a return to the status quo, as they again occupied the western and central regions of Sicily. For the Romans, however, much of Magna Greece gradually fell under their sphere of influence, bringing them closer to complete domination of the Italian peninsula. Rome’s
success against Pyrrhus solidified its status as a rising power, which paved the way for conflict with Carthage. In what is probably an apocryphal account, Pyrrhus, on leaving Sicily, said to his companions, “What a fighting ground we are leaving, my friends, for the Carthaginians and the Romans.”[96][97] Ponic Wars (264Ã¢ÂÃ¢âââ€TMsÂ 146 BC.)
More information: Pony Wars and Mercenary War Dependencies and protectorates Carthaginians through the Pony Wars. First PÃonic War (264Ã¢ÂÃá ̧¥ÂÂ ́Â ́Â ́2241 BC Main article: First Punic War When Agitocles of Syracuse died in 288 BC, a large company of Italian mercenaries previously on their service suddenly found themselves unemployed.
Named themselves Mamertinos (“Sons of Mars”), they took the city of Messana and became a law for themselves, terrorizing the surrounding countryside[98]. The Mamertines became a growing threat to Carthage and Syracuse. In 265 BC, Hieron II of Syracuse, a former general of Pyrrhus, took action against them[99]. Faced with a far superior
force, the Mamertines split into two factions, one defending surrender to Carthage and the other preferring help from Rome. Although a e ahnedraS a erbos o£Ã§Ãacidnivier aus raiopa arap arreug ad sotneve so uosu amoR euq ¡Ãj ,ogatraC ed lanoicanretni o£Ã§Ãisop a uotcapmi m©Ãbmat arreug A ]101[.aicnªÃnimeorp Ã dicraB ailÃmaf etneulfni a
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sa§Ãrof sa uocoloc oreiH ed o£Ã§Ãnevretni A â )0281-8371( tseW nimajneB â labÃnA ed otnemaruj O .sesenigatrac so messaslupxe euq odnidep amoR a adaxiabme artuo maraivne ,sodamrala ,sonitremam sO .oreiH moc raicogen a mara§Ãemoc sele sioped ogol ,otnatne oN .nanasseM ed otrop o arap uogevan asenigatrac atorf amu e ,edadic an
saditimda marof sasenigatrac sa§Ãrof sA .anasseM a o£Ã§Ãinraug amu raivne me etnemadiva maradrocnoc sesenigatrac so ,o£Ã§Ãa ed osruc rohlem o uetabed onamor odaneS O .uoredopa .uoredopa es etnematnorp ale euq War (241 – 238 BC) Main article: Mercenary’s War The Mercenary War, also known as Truca War, was a mutiny of troops
employed by Carthage at the end of the First Punic War (264 – 241 BC), supported by uprisings of African settlements, revolting against the Posters control. It lasted from 241 to the end of 238 or early 237 BC and ended with Carthage suppressing mutiny and revolt. This section needs expansion. You can help by expanding it. (April 2021) Second
Punic War (218-201 BC) Main article: Second Punic War Permanent Mutual animosity and renewed tensions along its borders led to the Second Punic War (218-201 BC), which involved factions from across the western and eastern Mediterranean. [102] The war is marked by Hannibal’s astonishing overland journey to Rome, particularly his expensive
and strategically daring crossing of the Alps. His entry into northern Italy was followed by his reinforcement by Gaulish allies and crushing victories over the Roman army at the Battle of Trebia and the giant ambush at Trasimene. [103] Against their ability on the battlefield, the Romans employed Fabian’s strategy, which resorted to skirmishes rather
than direct engagement, with the aim of delaying and gradually weakening their forces. Although effective, this approach was politically unpopular, as it contradicts traditional military strategy. The Romans resorted to another major field battle at Cannae, but, despite their superior numbers, suffered a crushing defeat, suffering, it is said, 60,000
victims. [104] [105] Hannibal Crossing of the AlpSconsequent, many Roman allies came to Carthage, prolonging the war in Italy for more than a decade, during which more Roman armies were almost consistently destroyed on the battlefield. Despite these setbacks, the Romans had the labor hand to absorb these losses and replenish their ranks.
Together with its capacity In Siegecraft, they were able to recover all the main cities that joined the enemy, as as it defeats a Carthaginian attempt to strengthen Anabal at the Battle of Metaurus[106]. Meanwhile, in the IbÃ© ria, which served as the main source of labor for the former Carthaginian race, a second Roman expedition under the African
civilization took New Carthage and ended the Carthaginian gift on the pen at the Battle of Ilipa.[107][108] The final confrontation was the Battle of Zama, which took place in the Carthaginian heartland of Tunisia. After defeating the Carthaginian forces in the battles of  and the Great Planes, the African Cipher for Africa abandoned his increasingly
paralyzed campaign in Italy. Despite the superior numbers and innovative tactics of the latter, the Carthaginians suffered a crushing and decisive defeat. After years of costly fighting that led them to On the verge of destruction, the Romans imposed harsh and retributive µ of peace on Carthage. The Carthaginians were stripped of their once proud
navy and reduced only to their North African ³. Indeed, Carthage became a Roman client state[109]. Third Panic War (149 Â146 BC) Main article: The third and final Pain War came in 149 BC, largely due to the struggles of the Roman senators µ, led by CatÃo the Elder, to finish Carthage once and for all.[110] CatÃo was known to finish almost all the
speeches in the Senate, regardless of the subject, with the phrase ceterum censeo Carthaginem esse delendamÃÂÂÂ"AlÃa ©in addition, I am the opposing party I know that Carthage should be destroyed". In particular, the growing Roman Republic sought the famous rich agricultural lands of Carthage and its African ³, which were known to the
Roman ³ to invade in the previous Pan-Roman War[111][112][113] Carthage's border war with Rome's ally, NuÃdia, although initiated by the latter, provided the pretext for Rome to declare war. The Third War it was a much smaller and shorter involvement than its predecessors, mainly mainly a single main action, the Battle of Carthage. However,
despite their significantly reduced size, military and wealth, the Carthaginians managed to mount a surprisingly strong initial defense. The Roman invasion was soon stagnated by defeats at Lake Tunis, Nopheris and Hipagreta; even the diminished Carthaginian navy managed to inflict serious losses on a Roman fleet through the use of fire ships.[114]
Carthage was able to resist the Roman siege for three years, until Scipio Emilianus, the adopted grandson of Scipio Africanus, was appointed consul and assumed command of the assault. Despite their overwhelming resistance, the defeat of Carthage turned out to be a foregone conclusion, given the size and strength of the Roman Republic. Although
it was the smallest of the Ponic Wars, the third war would be the most decisive: the complete destruction of the city of Carthage[115], the annexation of all the remaining Carthaginian territories by Rome[116] and the death or enslavement of tens of thousands of Carthaginians[117][118]. The war ended the independent existence of Carthage and
consequently eliminated the last Phoenician political power[119]. After the destruction of Carthage, Rome established Africa Proconsular, its first province in Africa, which roughly corresponded to Carthaginian territory. Optica, which had allied itself with Rome during the final war, was granted tax privileges and became the regional capital, later
becoming the main trading centre and Punic culture. In 122 BC, Gaius Graco, a Roman populist senator, founded the colony of Cologne Junonia in honor of the Latin name of the Pontic goddess Tanit, Iuno Caelestis. Located near the site of Carthage, its goal was to provide arable land for poor farmers, but it was soon abolished by the Roman Senate to
undermine Graco’s power. Almost a century after the fall of Carthage, a new “Roman Carthage” was built on the same site by Julius Caesar between 49 and 44 BC. It soon became the centre of the province of Africa, which was a large bread basket of the Roman Empire and one of its richest provinces. By the first century, Carthago had grown to be
the second largest city in the Western Roman Empire, with a peak of 500,000. Punic language, identity and culture persisted in Rome for several centuries. Two Roman emperors in the third century, Septimius Severus and his son and successor Caracalla, were descendants of ponics. In the fourth century, Augustine of Hippo, himself of the Berber
heritage, noted that punic was still spoken in the region by people who identified themselves as kn’nm, or “chanani,” as the Carthaginians had called themselves. The settlements in North Africa, Sardinia and Sicily continued to speak and write ponics, as evidenced by inscriptions on temples, tombs, public monuments and works of art dating well back
to the Roman conquest. The ponic names were still used until at least the fourth century, even by prominent inhabitants of Roman Africa, and some local authorities in formerly Punic territories used the title. Some ponic ideas and innovations survived the Roman conquest and even became mainstream in Roman culture. Mago’s handbook on
agriculture and real estate management was among the few letter texts to be spared destruction and was even translated into Greek and Latin by order of the Senate. [120] The Latin vernacular had several references to public culture, including Mala Punica (“ponic apples”) for pomegranates; Pavimentum punicum to describe the use of mosaic
patterned terracotta pieces; and Plostellum punicum for the threshing vessel, which had been introduced to the Romans by Carthage. [122] Reflecting the enduring hostility towards Carthage, the phrase fidonic, or “ponic faith,” was commonly used to describe acts of dishonesty, perfidy, and betrayal. century Carthage was probably a monarchy,
although modern modern scholars If the Greek writers erroneously labeled the political dials as â € œReisâ € based on a misunderstanding or ignorance of the constitutional arrangements of the city. [123] Most of the fields traditionally did not exercise absolute power, but consulted a body of counselors named Adirim (â € œ œ €), which was probably
composed of the richest members of society, ie traders. [124 ] Carthage seems to have been governed by a similar body known as the BLM, composed of nobles responsible for all important matters in the state, including religion, administration and military. This Kabbalah includes a hierarchy topped by the dominant Famãlia, usually the richest
members of the merchant class, who had some kind of executive power. The records indicate that different Famãials have detained power at different times, suggesting a non-heredit system of government dependent on the support or approval of the advisory. [123] Carthage's political system has drastically changed 480 BC, with the death of King
Hamancar and his disastrous incursor in the First War of Sichalia. The subsequent policy agitation led to a gradual weakening of the monarchy; [126] in at least 308 BC, Carthage was an oliganic repair, characterized by an intricate system of brakes and counterweights, a complex administrative system, civil society and a high degree of responsibility
and public participation. The most detailed information about the Government Carthagers after this point comes from the Greek philosopher aristan, whose treaty of the San IV A.C., controversy, discusses Carthage as his Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã ã £ o. € ã Front of the State Carthagers were two sums, or € œJaãzesâ €, who had the judicial and executive branch.
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Arist³teles Arist³teles Carthage a position between the Greek states, because the Greeks firmly believed that alone had the ability to find 'breads', while the bruises used to live in tribal societies ('Etne'). Therefore, it is notable that aristanheles maintained that the Cartanginian were the people of the Greek people who had created a 'polis'. Like Crete
and Sparta, aristanteles considers Carthage as an excellent example of an ideal society. [139] Confirming the allegations of aristant, Poãbio states that during the padhenic wars, the Cartais pill has maintained more influence on the government than the Romans about theirs. [141] However, he considers this development as a fatal failure, as he led
the Carthaginians to fight and debate while the Romans, through the most oliganic Senate, acted more in a more rifted and decisive way. [142] This may have been due to the influence and populism of the Barcid faction, which, from the end of the First Pan. [143] [144] Carthage would have a constitution somehow. The constitution of a Carthage of
aristant compares to its well-regarded Spartan tribute, describing it as sophisticated, functional and satisfying "all the needs of moderation and justion". [145] [146] Easts (c. 276 Ac - c. 194 BC), a Greek Poam and head of the Library of Alexandria, praises the Carthaginians as among the few bullies to be refined and "admirably" governed. [147] Some
scholars suggest that the Greeks generally maintained the highly considering Carthage Institutions, regarding the Carthaginian so much. [139] The Republican System of Carthage seems to have extended to the rest of its impression, although to what point, and how unknown to remain. The term Sufet was used for employees in colonial collapses and
Cartangia territories; The inscriptions of the sardine Pan. sufferers of the island, as well as those of Carthage. [148] This suggests some degree of coordination between local and colonial carthaginians, perhaps through a regional hierarchy of suetes.[quote needed] The merchants of Carthage were secretive in ways of maintaining trade routes from
the Greeks. Most of Carthage’s conflicts lasted from 600 BC to 500 BC with Greece and its trade routes. The Greek goods were not compatible with the goods of Carthage and their goal was to export to African ports, keeping the Greek goods out. The people of Carthage spoke ponic, who had their own alphabet and who would later continue through
trade routes and grow up in Africa. Carthage was also greatly influenced by Egyptian culture. Amulets and seals from the Egyptian religion were found over Carthage, as well as the use of beetles. These beetles, in Egyptian culture, were for funerals and to expose them to life after death. Finding these and many images carved out of clay, stone and
other specimens was a great connection between Egypt’s ties to Carthage. Citizenship Like the republics of the Latin and Hellenistic world, Carthage may have had a notion of citizenship, distinguishing those in society who could participate in the political process and who had certain rights, privileges and duties[149]. However, it remains unclear
whether such a distinction existed, let alone the specific criteria[124]. For example, while the People’s Assembly is described as giving a political voice to the common people, there is no mention of any restrictions based on citizenship. Carthaginian society consisted of many classes, including slaves, peasants, aristocrats, merchants, and various
professionals. His empire consisted of an often nebulous network of ponic colonies, subject peoples, client states, and allied tribes and kingdoms; It is not known whether individuals of these different kingdoms and nationalities formed any particular social or political class in relation to the Carthaginian government[124]. _ The Roman accounts
suggest that citizens ,sograc ,sograc sotla a rerrocnoc a sodazirotua seleuqa etnemlaicepse to prove their descent of the founders of the city. This would indicate that phenomena were privileged over other groups, while those whose lineage dates back to the city's foundation were privileged over other phenomena descendants of later waves of
settlers. However, this would also mean that someone of partial ascendance â € œThetrangeiraâ € could still be a citizen; In fact, Hamancar, who served as a summary in 480 BC, was kind of Greek. [124] Greek writers claimed that ancestry, as well as wealth and rite, were ways to citizenship and political power. As Carthage was a mercantile society,
this would imply that both citizenship and aristocracy were relatively accessible by ancient patterns. Aristã. It was probably the mizrehins referred to in the Carthagers inscriptions, of which little or attested, but they seemed numerous in a number and subject, from devotional cults attempts. It is not known whether such an association was required
from citizens, as in some Greek states as Sparta. Aristã³teles also describes an equivalent of Carthagers in Sysythy, Communal referrals that were the mark of citizenship and social class in Greek societies. [150] It is uncertain again if the Carthaginians attributed some political meaning in their equivalent practice. [124] The Carthage expert provides
a glimpse of the criteria of citizenship. Greek reports describe a sacred â € of Carthage € who fought in Sichalia in the middle of the Saculo IV BC, using the helennastic term for professional sun-saved citizens based on rite and capacity. [151 ] The Roman writings on the Pan. ed ed so ,socint©Ã soicÃnef aÃulcni euq acram alpma amu ,âaibÃL ad
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mecerapa etnemaenatlumis odnivres to advance your business and strategic interests[160]. stratÃ ©ágicas[160]. For Poãbio, Carthage depended strongly, although not exclusively, on foreign mercenary, especially in the Overseas War. [161] Modern historians consider this an excessive simplification, that many foreign troops were actually auxiliary
from allied or client states, provided by formal agreements, tax obligations or military pacts. [8] The Carthaginians kept narrow relationships, sometimes through political marriages, with the rulers of Vária tribes and kingdoms, most notably numidians (based on the modern north of argion). These wools, in turn, would provide their respective
contingent of forms, sometimes even leading them in Carthageful campaigns. [8] Anyway, Carthage took advantage of his vast wealth and hegemony to help fill the ranks of his military. By the fact of the popular belief, especially among the most martial Greeks and Romans, Carthage used citizen soldiers, that is, Panhenic/Pennics is tenic, especially
during the Sicilian wars. In addition, as their contemporary Greco-Romanos, the Carthaginians respected the Military Value, with aristan, reporting the practical of citizens to use brasses to mean their combat experience. [160 ] The Greek observers also described the sacred â € œCalthal €, a helennastical term for professional citizens who fought in
the sican in the middle of the midst IV BC [151] However, after this force was destroyed by Agatocles in 310 BC, foreign mercenary and assistants formed a more significant part of the extent. This indicates that the Carthaginians had the ability to adapt their armed forms as circumstances required; When larger or more specialized forces were
necessary, such as during the Pan. They employed mercenary or assistants accordingly. The Carthaginian citizens would be enlisted in a great way just for necessity, as in the battle of in the Second Public War, or in the final siege of the city in the Third Public War. [140] The core of the Carthaginan army has always been from his proprio territory in
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htteg ]431[1[.snezitic yb detcele ro noitartsinda eht yb detnioppa rehtie slareneg htw ,rewop lacitilop dna yratilim Fo notitim ilatitaares to deniatniam Egahtrac .Seiteicos tneicna rehto . In addition to its military functions, the Carthaginian navy was fundamental to the empire’s commercial domination, helping to protect trade routes, protect ports and
even impose trade monopolies against competitors[140]. The Carthaginian fleets also served an exploratory function, most likely with the aim of finding new trade routes or markets. There is evidence of at least one expedition, that of Hano the Navigator, possibly sailing along the coast of West Africa to regions south of the Tropic of Cancer[173]. In
addition to the use of mass production, Carthage has developed a complex infrastructure to support and maintain its sizeable fleet. Cacerus described the city as “surrounded by harbors,”[174] while accounts from Apian and Strabo describe a large and sophisticated harbor known as Cothon (Greek: ÃÂoÃÂ ́aÃ ̧ÂÃ ̈ ÃÂÃ ̈⁄2, lit. “consumer vessel”) [175].
Based on similar structures used for centuries throughout the Phoenician world, the cothon was a key factor in Carthaginian naval supremacy; their prevalence throughout the empire is unknown, but both optical and Motia had comparable ports.[176][177] According to ancient descriptions and modern archaeological finds, the cothon was divided
into a rectangular merchant harbor followed by an inland protected harbor reserved for military ships.[178] The inner harbor was circular and surrounded by an outer ring of structures divided into docks, along with an island structure at its centre that also housed warships. Each individual dock has an elevated launch ramp, allowing ships to be dry
moored for maintenance and repair. Above the elevated docks was a second level consisting of warehouses where oars and equipment were kept along with supplies such as wood and canvas. The structure of the island had an elevated “cabin” where the commanding admiral could observe the entire harbor along with the surrounding sea. In all, the
complex of internal could house up to© 220 ships. The entire harbor was protected by an exterior wall, while the The entrance can be closed with iron chains. [179] The Romans, who had little experience in Naval War before the First Pan Navy, managed to defeat Carthage in part by reverse engineering captured Carthaginian ships, assisted by the
recruitment of experienced Greek sailors of conquered cities, the Corvus device not orthodox and its superiors superiors in naval marines and rowers. Poãbio describes a tatical innovation of the Carthaginians during the Third War Pãº, consisting of increasing their few trirms with small vessels that carried hooks (to attack the oars) and shoot (to
attack the hooves). With this new combination, they were able to stay against the numerically superior Romans for a full day. [Necessary quotes] The Romans also used Cothon in the city's reconstruction, which helped support commercial and strategy development of the registration. [180] The one hundred and four Carthage were in an antiquity to
separate political and military writing and for having the old control of the exercise over the last one. [181] In addition to being named or elected by the state, generals were subject to reviews of their performance. [181] The government was famous for its severe attitude towards the defeated commanders; In some cases, the penalty for failure was
the execution, usually by crucification. [181] Before the fourth or fifth Sou Culo AC, the generals were probably judged by the Supreme Council and/or Suffering, that a special court was specifically created this function: what Aristan calls one hundred and four. [181] Described by Justin as established during the republican reforms led by the
Magonhade, this one was responsible for examining and punishing all the military campaigns. [181] His hardness was such that some modern scholars describe him as the "enemy of the generals." [181] Although the one hundred and four intended to ensure that the improve the interests of Carthage, his draconian draconian Also ©m may have led
generals to be overly cautious for fear of retribution. [181] However, despite their ³ reputation, punishments are rarely µ recorded; Although an admiral named Hanno was crucified for his disastrous defeat in the First Punic War, other commanders, including Hannibal, escaped this fate. [181] This has led some historians to speculate that the
decisions µ the Court may have been influenced by family or factional politics, since many high-ranking military officers or their relatives and allies held political positions. [181] Language See also ©m: The Cartanginians of the Punic language spoke a variety of phenÃcios called punic, a language without mottos that originated in their ancestral
homeland of Phenacia (modern Lebanon). [182] [183] As its parent language, the punch was written from right to left, consisted of 22 consonants without vowels and A© is known mainly by means of inscriptions µes. ³ During classical antiquity, the punishment was spoken of in the territories and spheres of influence of Carthage in the Western
Mediterranean, namely  Africa and various Mediterranean islands. Although the Carthaginians retained their cultural affinity with their phen- cial homeland, their punic dialect was gradually influenced by the various Berber languages spoken in and around Carthage by the ancient Iberians. ³ the fall of Carthage, a "neopunic" dialect arose that
diverged from the unic in terms of spelling and the use of non-Semitic names, mainly of origin from the Baleco of Libya. [Quote needed] This dialect has probably spread through the dominant Traders and trading stops across the Mediterranean Sea. It is also thought ©m that it would later affect the alphabet that many languages use today, such as
most of the Assyrian languages other than . Dialect came from used hyer³glyphs â      âTM Written languages would be used for slaves and arap arap seroiretsop sona son e seroiretna sadac©Ãd san meracinumoc es arap seµÃiger sartuo me e otigE on Despite the destruction of Carthage and the assimilation of its people in the Roman Blick, the
pineure seems to have persisted by the culos in the ancient Carthaginese Patria. This is better attested by Augustine of Hippona, he himself of Berbere ascendance, who spoke and understood the pionnic and served as the elevation of the survival of the [late]. It was still spoken in his northern region of the © Culo V, and that there were still people
who self -identified as Chanani (Canaanite: Carthaginhão). The contemporary funeral texts found in the Christian catacombs of Sirte, in the wool, containing inscriptions in ancient Greek, Latin and Pan. There are evidencies that the Pannica was still spoken and written by Plebees in Sardinia at least 400 years after the Roman conquest. In addition to
Augustine of Hippona, the Pannic was known to some literate North Africans to the sakes II or III (although written in the Roman and Greek letters) and remained spoken among the peasants at least until the end of the San © Culo IV. Economy See also Carthaginian Celinhage The Commance of Carthage stretched by sea throughout the
Mediterranean and perhaps the cannrary islands, and by land through the Sahara Desert. According to Aristã³teles, the Carthaginians had commercial treaties with commercial partners to regulate their exports and imports. [185] [186] [187] Their merchant ships, which surpassed in a number of the original phenomena cities, visited all the main
ports of the Mediterranean, as well as the Great-Britain and the Costic Coast of ã ã Centic. These ships were able to carry more than 100 tons of goods. [189] Archaeological discoveries show evidence of all kinds of exchanges, from the large amounts of tin to bronze -based civilization, to all types of tannishes, nail and thin metal works. Even among
the punishing Pan. Carthaginians remained in all ports of the Mediterranean, Mediterranean, [193] C.350-320 BC The impression of Carthage depended strongly on its commensurate and other cities of the ibã © Rica, [191] [192] from which he obtained vast amounts of silver, lead, copper And the â € œMore important to Mãe © Rio de Estonho, [193]
that was to manufacture the bronze objects that were highly valued in antiquity. Carthageful commercial relationships with the © rich, and the naval power that imposed the Carthage monopon over this commencement and the sketch of tin of the Atlantic, [194] made it the significant brokerage firm of tin and bronze manufacturer in the poca. The
maintenance of this monopon was one of the main sources of power and prosperity for Carthage; Carthaginian merchants struggled to keep the location of tin mines secret. [195] In addition to its exclusive role as the main tin distributor, the central location of Carthage in the Mediterranean and the control of the males between the sichalia and the
tannsia allowed him to control the supply of tin of the oriental peoples. Carthage was also the largest silver producer of the Mediterranean, extracted in the ibã © rich and the northwest coast of ã frrica; A mine in the Ib © rich Penãnsula provided the Roman 300 (3.75 talents) of silver per day. [197] [198] Carthage's economy began as an extension of
that of his mother town, shot. [197] Its huge merchant fleet crossed the trade routes, and Carthage inherited from shot the commencement of the valuosimo dye paste of shot. [200] No evidencies of manufacture of purple dyes in Carthage, but hills of marine shells, of which it was derived, were found in excavations of the padyic city of Kerkouane, to
give thisfi, in cap, were found. Bon. Similar hills of Murex were also found in Djerba [202] in the Gulf of Gabã¨S [203] in Tanãsia. Strain mentions the purple djerba dyes [204] as well as those of God's city The purple dye has become one of the most valued commodities in the ancient Mediterranean,[208] worth between fifteen and twenty times its
weight in gold. In Roman society, where adult men wore the toga as a piece of national dress, the use of the toga praetexta, decorated with a strip of thira about two to three inches wide along its edge, was reserved for magistrates and high priests. Large purple stripes (latus clavus) were reserved for senatorial class togas, while the equestrian class
had the right to use narrow stripes (angustus clavus).[209][210] AlÃ© m from its extensive trade network, Carthage had a diverse and advancing manufacturing sector. It produced finely embroidered silks[211], cotton-dyed textiles, flax[212] and wool, art and functional ceramic, faiana, incense and perfumes[213]. His arts specialized in ivory,[214]
glass and wood[215], as well as alabaster, bronze, tin, lead, gold, silver and precious stones, to create a wide range of goods, including mirrors, furniture[216] and arms, beds, bedding and cushions[217], jewelry, weapons, items and items for human use[218]. It marketed salted Atlantic fish and fish sauce (garum)[219] and intermediated the
manufactured, agricultural and natural products[220] of almost all µ populations[221]. The Unique Angforas containing salted fish were exported from the Carthaginian ³ in the pillars of HÃ ©rcules (Spain and Morocco) to Corinth, in Greece, showing the long-distance relationship with the nation in the Chapter V BC[22]. Bronze engraving and stone
sculpture are described as reaching its peak in Chapters IV and III[223]. Although it was primarily a sea port, Carthage also sent caravans to the interior of  and Papua ©rsia. He exchanged his manufactured and agricultural products to the coastal and inland peoples of Africa for salt, gold, wood, ivory, Ã© bano, a a maratnevni setnaicremoc sues sO
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were created than anywhere else in the known world [234]. Initially, the Carthaginians, as their phenomenon founders, did not get heavily involved in agriculture. Like almost all cities and colonies phenomena, Carthage was seated mainly along the coast; Evidance of settlement in the interior date only from the end of the San IV A.C., vain are the
faults after its foundation. As they sat in the interior, the Carthaginians eventually took advantage of the rich soil of the registration, developing what may have been one of the most prontensified and diverse agricultural sectors of their poca. They practiced highly advanced and productive agriculture, [235] using iron plows, irrigation, [236] crop
rotation, thrashing moms, manually moved rotating mills and horses, horses, The last two being invented by the Carthaginians in the San VI and IV BC, respectively. [237] [238] The Carthaginians were horny in refining and reinventing their agricultural techniques, even in the face of adversity. After the Second Pan of the Pan, Known promoted
agriculture to help restore Carthage's economy and pay for the costly compensation of war to Rome (10,000 talents or Roman silver £ 800,000), which proved successful. [239] [240] [241] Strange reports that even in the years preceding the Third Pan. A strong indication of the importance of agriculture for Carthage can be inferred from the fact that
the few Carthagers known to modern historians, two retired generals Amãlcar and Mago Agriculture and Agronomy. [140] This last wrote what was essentially an encycloopting on agriculture and property management that totaled twenty -eight books; his advice was so well considered that, after the destruction of the city, it was one of the if not only,
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the richest and most powerful institutions in Carthage and were deeply integrated into public and political life. Religious rituals served as a source of political unity and legitimacy and were typically performed in public or in relation to state functions[253]. Temples were also important for the economy, as they supported a large number of specialist
staff to ensure that the rituals were performed correctly[260]. Priests and acolytes performed different functions for a variety of prices and purposes; the costs of various offers, or molk, have been listed in great detail and sometimes grouped into different price categories[260]. The applicants were even granted a measure of consumer protection,
with temples warning that priests would be fined for abusing the price structure of offerings[260]. The Carthaginians had a high degree of religious syncretism, incorporating deities and practices from the many cultures with which they interacted, including Greece, Egypt, Mesopotamia and Italy; conversely, many of their cults and practices spread
throughout the Mediterranean through trade and colonization. Carthage also had communities of Jews, Greeks, Romans and Libyans.[261] The Egyptian god Bes was popular for warding off evil spirits, and is featured in ponic mausolums.[253] Isis, the ancient Egyptian goddess whose cult spread throughout the Mediterranean, had a temple at
Carthage; a well-preserved sarcophagus depicts one of his priestesses in Hellenistic style[262]. The Greek goddesses Demoter and Kore became prominent in the late 4th century after the war with Syracuse, and were worshipped in the 2nd century AD.[258] Their cults attracted priests and priestesses from high-ranking Carthaginian families, and the
Carthaginians gave enough importance to their veneration to enlist Greek residents to ensure that their rituals were conducted properly.[258] Melqart was increasingly with its Greek ³ HÃ ©racles, and at least the sixth sodatimil siam rop ,acit¡Ãrp lat ed setneic messevitse ogatraC ed socitÃrc so es ,euq mamrifa socit©Ãc sO .o£Ãn oibÃloP e
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serapsÃd sodaila so ertne arodacifinu arugif amu omoc rivres arap etneicifus o ralupop es- uonrot traqleM ]352[ .ocinºÃp e ogerg me aieganemoh o atlaM me o£Ã§Ãircsni amU ;siatrac e sogerg rop odaicnerever iof ele ,CB For Charles Picard, Greek and Roman critics opposed not the murder of children, but their religious context: both in ancient
Greece and in Rome, inconvenient newborns were commonly killed for exposure to the elements[270]. The Hebrew Bible mentions the sacrifice of children by the Canaanites, ancestors of the Carthaginians, while Greek sources claim that the Phoenicians sacrificed the children of the princes in times of “serious danger”[271]. However, archaeological
evidence of human sacrifice in the Levant remains scarce[271]. The accounts of the sacrifice of children in Carthage date back to the practice of the founding of the city about 814 BC.[272] Sacrificing children was apparently unpleasant even for the Carthaginians, and according to Plutarch they began to look for alternatives to offer their own
children, such as buying children from poor families or raising servant children. However, Carthage’s priests reportedly demanded youth in times of crisis, such as war, drought, or famine. Unlike Plutarch, Diodorus implies that noble children were preferred;[273] the extreme crisis warranted special ceremonies where as many as 200 children from
the wealthiest and most powerful families were killed and thrown onto the burning pyre[274]. Modern archaeology in formerly ponic areas has discovered a series of large cemeteries for children and babies, representing a civic and religious institution for worship and sacrifice; these sites are called tofete by archaeologists, as their ponic name is
unknown. These cemeteries may have been used as graves for stillborn babies or children who died very early[275]. Excavations have been interpreted by many scholars as confirming Plutarch’s accounts of the sacrifice of Carthaginian children.[276][277] It is estimated that 20,000 ballot boxes were deposited between 400 and 200 BC in the tophet
discovered in the Salammba neighborhood of present-day Carthage, with the Continuing to the Second San. [278] Most of the ballot boxes in this place, as well as in similar places lvivrus lanmoc"(Lvivrus lanteinxe) nnerdlihc fo gnicicas elacs-egal, rallugr eht edluowHlqyuHlcuHfW BelongingDA seirutnec eerht dismiss aht ni sesuac larutan fo gniyd
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seretemenohP3naNainigahtraC no dnuw nerdlihc fo seidob eht niatniam scitpecS .noitamerc aiv slairub dlihirom ,yltneuqesnocDNA,ytilaterum dlihc deslerct daliaruhlarowDalirehwero, nirvnvnivnr, rehnivnr, nr, nnivnvar, nvar .nvnvar cas sningahtraC7t7si noitanalpxe enO.snosaar raelcnu ruf tibla,tneuqerf erom rappa snoitamerc,sesirc gnirud:ytic ehf
fgnieb-llew htnna noitamerc fo ycnoqerf hnewteb noitalerroc raelc a si erehT [972].stisoped reilrae yllaicepse,nommoc osla era,sbmal ylralucitrap,salamina fo senobT [972] of nwtb Order me, Sesto Ro, you will run me over, drill him under Denatnoc, surahT, of the cartais civilization, little is known about its culture and society beyond what can be
inferred from foreign accounts and archaeological finds. Like a Phoenician, the Carthangians had an affinity for trade, seafaring and exploitation; Most of the foreign accounts about their society focus on their commercial and maritime prowess. Unlike the Phoenicians, however, the letters were also known for their military experience and
sophisticated republican government; His approach to war and politics appears strongly in foreign accounts. [284] During the peak of its wealth and power in the fourth and third centuries BC, Carthage was among the largest metropolises of antiquity; Its free male population alone may have been approximately 200,000 in 241 BC, excluding resident
foreigners. Strabo estimates a total population of 700,000, a number that was possibly extracted from Poland; It is unclear whether this number includes all residents or only free citizens. [285] The contemporary scholarship puts the peak of its population at 500,000 by 300 BC, which would make Carthage the largest city in the world at that time. [7]
Descriptions of Cartage’s commercial vessels, markets and trading techniques are disproportionately more common and detailed. The Carthaginians were equal parts of renown and infamous for their wealth and mercantile skills, which earned respect and admiration, as well as scorn; Cacerus claimed that Carthage’s love of trade and money led to its
downfall, and many Greek and Roman writers regularly described the Carthagina as perfumed, greedy and treacherous. In the early fifth century BC, the Syracusan leader Hermocrates would have described Carthage as the richest city in the world; Centuries later, even in its weakened state after the first public war, the “universal vision” was that
Carthage was “the richest city in the world.” The best-known poster in the Greco-Roman world, in addition to military leaders and was probably the Hano da Comão Romana Poenulus (â € œThe little CarthaginãªSâ € or â € œWill friend CarthaginãªSâ €), which is portrayed as an extravagant, cunning and rich trader. [284] As a simplistic stereion, the
Carthaginians seem to have had a rich material culture; excavation in Carthage and its interior discovered goods from all the Mediterranean and even from sub -Saharan cold. [284] Poãbio states that the rich rural area of the city sustained all the individual lifestyle of his people. Foreign visitors, including hostile figures such as Catã, the censor, and
Agatocles de Syracuse, consistently described the Carthaginea landscape as proud and green, with large private properties â € œIsed for their potential €. [286] Diodoro Siculus provides a glimpse of the Lifestyle of Lifestyle Carthagers in their description of agrifacles near the city about 310 BC: it was divided into market gardens and orchards of all
kinds of fruitful, with many cracks of flowing in channels that irrigate all parts. There were country houses everywhere, luxuriously constructed and covered with stucco. ... part of the land was planted with vineyard, part with olive trees and other productive arres. In addition, cattle and sheep were shepherd in the planes, and there were meadows
with grazing horses. They seemed to have placed a considerable social and cultural value in agriculture, gardening and pecunaria. [286] The surviving fragments of wizard work concern the plantation and management of olive trees (for example, grafting), fruitful (pomegranate, ammon, fig, viniculture, bee, cattle, sheep, poultry capoeira and the art
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etnematnuj ,laicos e essalc ed o£Ã§Ãacifitartse ed sogitna sotaler sO ]142[ ]042[ ]932[ .siatrac edadeicos an arutlucirga ad aicn¢Ãtropmi a uotnemua ossi ,etnemlevavorP ;odidecus- meb res uovorp to escape the heat of the venue. [298] MAGO provides some indication on attitudes towards agriculture and land owned: the man who acquires a property
must sell his home so that he will not prefer to prefer in the city and not in the countryside. Those who prefer to live in a city do not need a property in the country[299]. He who bought land must sell his house of city, so that he will have no desire to worship the city's gift gods, rather than those of the fathers; the man who takes the greatest pleasure
in his city residence will not need a rural estate.[300] The hired workers were probably local Berbers, some of whom became traders; slaves were often prisoners of war. In the lands outside direct sole control, the independent Berbers cultivated groats and horses; within the lands immediately around Carthage, there were µ divinities that overlapped
with semi-feudal µ between lord and camp, or master and servant. The internal instability of rural areas has led to the destruction of potential invaders[301], although Carthage was generally able to manage and contain these social difficulties[302]. According to Arist³teles, the Carthaginians had µ similar associations Greek hetaieria, which were
organized µ approximately analogous to political parties or interest groups[124]. The inscriptions µ the non refer to mizrehim, which seems to have been numerous in number and subject, ranging from devotional cults to professional guilds. Arist³teles also describes a comparable Carthaginian practice psychotics, communal µ that promoted kinship
and strengthened social and political status[150]. However, its specific objective in Carthaginian society is unknown[124]. From some ancient translations of µ texts in Greek and Latin, as well as inscriptions µ  monuments and edifices discovered in northwestern Africa, there are not many remains of Carthaginian literature[20]. When Carthage was
plundered in 146 BC, its libraries and texts were systematically destroyed or, according to Paulus the Elder, given to the "lesser kings of "[303]. The single writing is not applicable to Is the voluminous Magã Treaty on Agriculture, which was esauq euq ,anamoR acilbºÃpeR a moc sotilfnoc sues rop odarbmel siam ©Ã ogatraC ed odagel O ]603[.aifosolif
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onaimA .asenigatrac megiro ed odis ret medop euq ,"acinºÃp sorvil" uo ,irbl icinuP uel aidÃmuN ad II abuJ euq amrifa onaimA onamor rodairotsih O .ogerg e mital me saicnªÃrefer e sohcert snugla sanepa matser ,otnatne on ;onamoR odaneS od medro rop odizudart e defeated on Monday War, an event that would probably have changed the course of
human history, given Rome’s subsequent pivotal role in Christianity, European history, and Western civilisation. At the height of their power before the First Punic War, Greek and Roman observers often wrote admirably about Carthage’s wealth, prosperity, and sophisticated republican rule. But during the Pony Wars and the years following the
destruction of Carthage, accounts of its civilisation often reflected prejudices and even propaganda shaped by these conflicts[307]. Apart from some reluctant respect for Hannibal’s military brilliance, or for his economic and naval prowess, Carthage was often portrayed as the political, cultural and military force for Rome, a place where “cruelty,
betrayal and irreligion” reigned.[308] The dominant influence of Greco-Roman perspectives in Western history has replaced this slanted representation of Carthage for centuries. At least since the twentieth century, a more critical and comprehensive account of historical records, supported by archaeological finds throughout the Mediterranean,
reveals that the Carthaginian civilization is much more complex, nuanced and progressive than previously believed. Its vast and lucrative trading network touched almost every corner of the ancient world, from the British Isles to West and Central Africa and possibly beyond. Like their ancestors PhoeniciansÂÂÂ ́ whose identity and culture they
rigorously maintainedÂÂÂ ́their people were entrepreneurial and pragmatic, demonstrating a remarkable ability to adapt and innovate as circumstances changed, even during the existential threat of Pony wars.[307] Although little remains of its literature and art, circumstantial evidence suggests that Carthage was a sophisticated, multicultural
civilization that formed lasting links with peoples throughout the ancient world, incorporating its ideas, cultures, and societies into its own cosmopolitan framework. Portrait in fiction Carthage trebualF trebualF evatsuG me Romance Salammbã £ (1862). Situated in the Mercenã © Poca Poca, it includes a dramatical description of the children's
sacrifice, and the Hannibal boy narrowly avoiding being sacrificed. The silent film of Giovanni Pastrone, Cabiria, is just based on Flaubert's novel. G. A. Henty's young Carthaginian (1887) is an adventure novel for boys from the Perspective of Malchus, a fictional teenage lieutenant in Hannibal during the Second Pan. In "The Dead Past," a scientific
tale of Isaac Asimov, a main character is an antiquity historian trying to refute the allegation that the Carthaginians made a child sacriform. Frank G. Slaughter's purple search is a fictional account of the foundation of Carthage. Die Sterwende Stad ("The Dying City") is a romance written in Afrikaans by Antonie P. Roux and published in 1956. It is a
fictional account of life in Carthage and includes the defeat of Hannibal by Scippio Africanus in the battle of Zama. For many years, he was prescribed reading to the students of the year 11 and 12 teaching students for studying the affricerial banguage. [Necessary quotes] Alternative History "Delenda Est", a tale of the Soul Anderson Time Patrol, is
an alternative historian in which Hannibal Won Won Won Won Won Won Won Won Won Won The Second War Pan, and Carthage exists in the twentieth century. A John Maddox Duology Roberts, including the sons of Hannibal (2002) and Seven Hills (2005), takes place in an alternative history in which Hannibal defeated Rome in the second Pãº War,
and Carthage is still a great power of the Mediterra Neo in 100 AC. Mary Gentle used an alternative version of the History of Carthage as a scene in her novels Ash: Secret History and Ilario, a story of the first story. In these books, Carthage is dominated by germ tribes, who have conquered Carthage and established a huge impression that repelled
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ed adamahC seµÃiger seµÃiger sa :03 DA .atsidub ohlesnoc otrauq o etnarud Today's Afghanistan, Pakistan and North  are under the control of the Kushans, a people not made to leave northwest China by the Han dynasty. AD 31: The crucifixion of Jesus (traditional date). [9] [10] [11] c. AD 34: Stoneing of Saint Stephen. c. 36: Paul's conversion, the
Apostle³s. [12] [13] [14] 40 dC: The crisis of success enters into an upheaval at the court of King Cunobeline and his exiled youngest son, the Prince's administrator flees to the court of CalAngula in Rome. AD 40: The emperor CalAngula plans to invade Britain, he declares war on the sea, taking shells as spoils. [15] 40 dC 43: Erupt Uprisings in
Vietnam by the Trung Sisters. 41 dC 54: Rachias, an ambassador sent from Sri Lanka to the Court of Audio. 42 dC: King Cunobeline dies, his son Caratacus becomes king. He and his brother conquered much of south-east England, expanding the ³ to turmoil, expelling King Verica. King Verica travels to Rome for the court of Claudius to help regain his
throne. 43 dC: The Roman conquest of Britain comes. A founded London (although there could be some circles before that date). 44 dC: Death of Herod Agrippa. AD 50: Jerusalem Christian Council The niche of the wall, mid nineteenth century, It's done. It is now housed in the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge University, England. Mid-19th century
details of a wall painting are made in the house of M. Lucretius Fronto, PompÃ ©ia. AD 58 - 88: Rule of Ming and Zhang. 60 A.D.: Queen Boudica of the Iceni in England is a rebellion against the Romans. Tens of thousands are killed and the former Roman rite is massively damaged. Rebellion failed and Boadic was killed by poisoning himself. Three
major cities are obliterated. 64 dC: Great fire of Rome, First Roman Pursuit of Mass for Christians, the first significant recognition of Christians in Rome. 66 dC 73: First Jewish-Roman War. 68 dC: Nero commits suic Southeast Asia. The capital is Vyadhapura or the modern Ba Phnum district in Cambodia. Kaundinya, an Indian brahman, marries Soma
and establishes the kingdom of Cambodia pre-Angkor of Funan. 69 AD: After Nero’s death, the Roman Empire falls into its first civil war in almost a century, now known as the year of the four emperors. 69 AD: Cartimandua, Queen of the Brigantes in northern England, is overthrown in a civil war. Her unpopular alliance with Rome, the betrayal of
Caratacus and her love for someone other than her husband are the three reasons that led to her death. The action infuriated the Romans so much that they conquered and annexed the kingdom. 70 AD: Destruction of Herod’s temple in Jerusalem by the Romans under Titus. 70 AD: India sees the end of the Hellenistic dynasties. AD 71: The use of
cleverly designed key locks begins in Rome. 72 AD: First Jewish-Roman War: The Roman Army (Legio X Fretensis) under Sextus Lucilius Bassus besieges the Jewish garrison of Machaerus in the Dead Sea. 73 AD: The Chinese Han dynasty launches a major campaign against Xiongnu, whom they face at the Battle of Yiwulu at the Kumul Ois, a final
military victory for Han, led by General Dou Gu Gu (d. 88 AD). 74 AD: Chinese generals Dou Gu (Teou Kou) and Geng Bing (Keng Ping) take control of Turpan. 77 AD: Pliny the Elder publishes the first ten books of Historia Naturalis. 78 AD: The Romans conquer the Ordovices, located in present-day northern Wales, as well as the silences. 78 AD:
Indian Prince Aji Caka introduces the Sanskrit language and script of Pallawa, used to inscribe Javanese words and phrases, for the islands of Indonesia. 79 AD: Pompeii and Herculaneum destroyed by the eruption of Mount Vesuvius. AD 80: The Colosseum is finished. AD 83: In Rome castration of slaves is prohibited. AD 85: Baekje invades the
surroundings of Silla on the Korean peninsula. The war continues until the peace treaty of 105. DC 86: Roman general (and future emperor) Trajan begins to crush an uprising in Germany. ARD 87: The Roman Julius Materno explores West Africa (approximate date). AD 88: The First Dacian War ends: Decebalus becomes a client king of Rome, he
receives money, craftsmen and war machines to protect the borders (lime) of the Roman Empire. The Battle of Ikh Bayan: The Han Chinese army under Dou Xian, allied with the southern Xiongnu, won the northern Xiongnu. AD 92: The Marcomanites are defeated by the Romans on the Danube; however, they are not totally subdued. AD 94: Chinese
General Ban Chao completes his conquest of the Tarim Basin by taking Yassnqi, which is located on the strategic Silk Road. AD 98: Titus mentions the Suiones, who will one day be called Swedes. AD 98: The Goths settle in northern Poland, which they called Gothiscandza, and shape the Wielbark culture. Jewish Council of Jamnia. End of the 1st
centuryCityscape, detail of a second style wall painting of a bedroom in the house of Publius Fannius Synistor, Boscoreale, is made. Now he’s at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. The painting “Alexander the Great confronts Darius III at the Battle of Issos,” a detail of the mosaic floor decoration of Pompeii, Italy is made. It is a Roman copy
after a Greek painting from c. 310 BC, perhaps Philoxene or Helen of Egypt. Now he is at the Museo Archeologico Nazionale, Naples, Italy. End of the 1st century Aqua Room, the House of Publius Fannius Synistor, Boscoreale is made. It is reconstructed with later furniture at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. End of the 1st century –
Seascape, detail of a wall painting of Villa Farnesina, Rome, is made. End of the 1st century – Writing Young woman, detail of a wall painting, Pompeii, is made. It is now kept at the Museo Archeologico Nazionale, NÃpoles. End of the 1st century – Mausoleum under construction, relief of the tomb of the Haterius family, Via Labicana, Rome, is made.
Now it is stored in the Musei Vaticani, Museo Gregoriano Profano, former Lateranense, ¢ÃÂÂ Middle-Aged Flavian Woman, is made. It is now kept at Musei Vaticani, Museo Gregoriano Profano, ex Lateranese, Rome. c. Late 1st century-early 2nd century ¢ÃÂÂ Buddha and Attendants, from Katra Keshavdev, Mathura, Madhya Pradesh, India, is made.
Kushan period. It is now kept at Mathura Museum. 1st¢ÃÂÂ2nd centuries ¢ÃÂÂ Tomb model of a house, is made. Eastern Han dynasty. It is now kept at The Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, Kansas City, Missouri. Inventions, discoveries, introductions Codex, the first form of the modern book, appears in the Roman Empire AD 78: the beginning of the
Saka Era used by South Asian calendars. Bookbinding Various inventions by Hero of Alexandria, including the steam turbine (aeolipile), water organ, and various other water-powered machines. AD 31: the Han Dynasty Chinese engineer and statesman Du Shi (d. AD 38) from Nanyang invented the first-known hydraulic-powered bellows to heat the
blast furnace in smelting cast iron. He used a complex mechanical device that was powered by the rushing current against a waterwheel, a practice that would continue in China. Although Philo of Byzantium described the saqiya chain pump in the early 2nd century BC, the square-pallet chain pump was innovated in China during this century,
mentioned first by the philosopher Wang Chong around AD 80. Wang Chong also accurately described the water cycle in meteorology, and argued against the mainstream 'radiating influence' theory for solar eclipses, the latter of which was accepted by many, including Zhang Heng. The Chinese astronomer Liu Xin (d. AD 23) documented 1080
different stars, amongst other achievements. End of 1st century ¢ÃÂÂ codex replaces the scroll. References ^ in violation of the general rule that the abbreviation AD should precede the date IN question. ^ J. Dwight Pentecost, The Words and Works of Jesus Christ: A Study of the Life of Christ (Zondervan, 1981) pages 577¢ÃÂÂ578. ^ Andreas J.
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